
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE POLYTRACK@2019.05.29 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R105.000, 11:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Watch for support for any of the runners that have barrier trialled-all have shown some 
ability. LIBERTY HALL will prefer the longer trip and should make good improvement. However he has 
drawn wide. WISHFUL GIRL LINN is overdue. She has decent form and won't be winning out of turn. 
MAN OF ACTION and JUSTINIAN can only get better. HEROIC DEED and GREY POWER can earn. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Liberty Hall, #10 Wishful Girl Linn, #7 Justinian, #5 Heroic Deed 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 2, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R105.000, 12:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: CAPTAIN DEMONAMI showed decent ability finishing ahead of his field in a barrier trial. 
He is a well bred sort and has pole position in terms of his draw. FOOLS GOLD has run seconds in both 
official starts after finishing in the same position in his trial. A wide draw may spoil it for him. JALAPENO 
was progressive last after no show trials. Consider UNCLE FRANK and DO OR DARE. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Captain Demonami, #3 Fools Gold, #5 Jalapeno, #9 Uncle Frank 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 3, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R105.000, 12:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Highly regarded TRIPLE FATE LINE had a wide draw in the Kzn Guineas and didn't get 
into it. He takes a drop in class and from a much better draw should show his mettle. TRIPPI'S EXPRESS 
found one too good last time and will bid to go one better. He tries the poly and it may be beneficial. 
VIKRAM could also enjoy it. He has very decent form as well. MASTAGAMBIT can improve. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Triple Fate Line, #6 Trippi's Express, #7 Vikram, #5 Mastagambit 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 4, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R70.000, 13:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DREAMS ARE MADE did a lot better last time and from the same good draw should not 
go backwards. SUZI WOO is holding form and now has cheekpieces fitted. She has the best of the draw 
so won't have excuses this time. HOME RULER has been thereabouts over shorter and could relish the 
extra today. ROSE OF PERU is a danger when racing near the front. More can do it - open race. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Dreams Are Made, #3 Suzi Woo, #4 Home Ruler, #11 Rose Of Peru 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 5, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R70.000, 14:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MISS CALYPSO was an attractive finisher when back to best last time. She has an 
even better draw here but is going slightly further. POPOVA was gaining nicely over this track and trip last 
time and also from a better barrier could be concerned at the wire. MIESQUE SUNRISE met stronger 
recently and could much enjoy being back in this division. GOLDEN SYRUP isn't out of it. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Miss Calypso, #4 Popova, #3 Miesque Sunrise, #7 Golden Syrup 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R100.000, 14:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: BE YOURSELF took useful stable mate Heart Of A Legend to the wire last time. She 
can go one better with the latter not named in this line up. STELVIO is a poly specialist and looks well 



placed again. However she trialled after a long break last time and could need it. WAITING FOR 
CHANGE raced in a powerful race last time. She could be dangerous in this. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Be Yourself, #2 Stelvio, #4 Waiting For Change, #1 Pumpkin Queen 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 7, Gallops, 2000m, Poly, R105.000, 15:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: VELVET SEASON has form over shorter but the longer trip could get him to show his 
best. Only the race will show and he is meeting similar individuals. WORLD CRUISE was a bit stumped 
by a slow running marathon when nevertheless second. He was knocking hard on this surface prior. 
APPLE MAGIC is rated to win it but takes on males - still a big runner. More can score. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Velvet Season, #9 Apple Magic, #2 World Cruise, #6 Roy's Physco 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 8, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R100.000, 15:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Open race. ROCKCLIFFE is the form choice as he seems to love this track. He is trying 
blinkers today. GRADUATE won a nice race before rest and from draw one can follow up even if it is a bit 
stronger. Stable mate ELUSIVE WOLF is another to take seriously. He is versatile but loves the poly. 
AFFRANCHI, MARSHALL THAT and WAYWOOD have claims. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Rockcliffe, #9 Graduate, #4 Waywood, #8 Elusive Wolf 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 29.05.2019, Race 9, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R105.000, 16:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ROSE MOON is speedy and could go all the way with Anton Marcus up. She has met 
some decent sorts and can only get stronger. SMILEY KYLE, YOSHIDA and GABOR have shown 
potential in their barrier trial events. Follow the betting closely. STAR FUSION pulled over further last. 
She can go close from a good draw over shorter. CERSEI has a wide draw, PASSIVITY did better. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Rose Moon, #10 Smiley Kylie, #7 Gabor, #5 Star Fusion 
 
Best Win: #1 CAPTAIN DEMONAMI                     
Best Value Bet: #1 TRIPLE FATE LINE                     
Best Longshot: #1 TRIPLE FATE LINE                     


